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Correlation of radio- and histomorphological
pattern of pulmonary adenocarcinoma
Mathieu Lederlin*,#,", Michael Puderbach#, Thomas Muley+, Philipp A. Schnabel1,
Albrecht Stenzinger1, Hans-Ulrich Kauczor*, Claus Peter Heussel#, Felix J. F. Herthe,
Hans Hoffmann**, Hendrik Dienemann**, Wilko Weichert1,## and Arne Warth1,##

ABSTRACT: Recently, a novel classification system based on tumour architecture and with high
prognostic impact has been proposed for pulmonary adenocarcinomas (ADCs). For imagingbased prediction of histological ADC subtypes and, thus, prognosis, it is of paramount
importance to investigate the correlations of radio- and histomorphological parameters.
Associations between histomorphological ADC growth patterns (lepidic, acinar, papillary,
micropapillary and solid) and data from pre-operative assessment by computed tomography (CT)
imaging of 174 resected pulmonary ADCs were analysed.
Margin configuration as well as solidity/ground glass opacity of an ADC was associated with
distinct histomorphological ADC growth patterns. Solid-predominant ADCs usually had smooth
margins and were also solid in CT scans, while lepidic-predominant ADCs had no predominant
margin pattern, were located in the periphery, showed a positive bronchogram and were
frequently associated with solidity/ground glass opacity. In addition, nonspherical tumour growth
was a negative predictor of overall and disease-specific patient survival.
We defined CT morphological parameters that were associated with histomorphological growth
patterns of pulmonary ADCs. These data may form the basis for the development of future
prognostic algorithms in the palliative setting, which include an integrated evaluation of biopsy
histomorphology and CT scan morphology of nonresectable pulmonary ADC.
KEYWORDS: Histology, prediction, prognosis, pulmonary adenocarcinoma, radiology, subtyping

ung cancer is a major cause of cancerrelated morbidity and mortality throughout the world [1]. The most prevalent type
of lung cancer is, in ,50% of cases, pulmonary
adenocarcinoma (ADC). This makes pulmonary
ADC in itself the leading cause of cancer-related
death in many countries.

L

On the basis of a wealth of recent data showing that
histomorphological growth patterns are associated
with survival differences [2–12], a multidisciplinary
expert panel of the International Association for
the Study of Lung Cancer (IASLC), the American
Thoracic Society (ATS) and the European Respiratory Society (ERS) proposed a classification system
for pulmonary ADC including major paradigm
shifts [13], which relies on the tumour architecture
and is intended to allow for standardised tumour
grading [14]. The prognostic impact of this classification has been confirmed in ADCs of various

stages [9, 10, 12]. In preceding studies we could
demonstrate that this classification system is a
stage-independent predictor of overall (OS),
disease-specific (DSS) and disease-free survival
(DFS) [15], and is applicable with reasonable
interobserver agreement [16]. Additionally, for
the first time, we provided evidence that specific
growth patterns might have impact on the outcome under adjuvant radio- and chemotherapeutic strategies [15]. However, all these data have
been gathered by the use of resection specimens.
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As ,70% of nonsmall cell lung cancer are not
resectable at the point of diagnosis, late-stage
patients may benefit from an imaging-based ADC
subtyping approach in the palliative setting,
ideally in combination with histological subtype
assessment on biopsies. Comparison of radiographic and morphological patterns might indicate whether the biopsy taken is representative for
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the whole tumour and may indicate the possible necessity of
further biopsies of different locations. Furthermore, pattern
changes during treatment as a result of clonal selection might be
monitored by the evaluation of computed tomography (CT)
morphology. In addition, imaging-based data of ADC subtypes
may help thoracic surgeons to determine optimised resection
strategies. For example, in contrast to solid- or micropapillarypredominant ADC, lepidic predominant ADC [17] could, in the
future, eventually be treated with tissue-sparing approaches
due to the much better outcome and the scarcity of nodal
metastases in this ADC subtype [9, 10, 12, 15].
In order to provide a basis for imaging-based subtyping and
stratification of pulmonary ADC, multislice CT-derived characteristics were correlated to the individual histomorphology
of resected pulmonary ADCs classified according to the
IASLC/ATS/ERS system [14].
PATIENTS AND METHODS
A previously described, clinically and histopathologically wellcharacterised cohort [15] of 500 completely resected pulmonary
ADCs classified according to the novel IASLC/ATS/ERS system
was used in our study. Based on this cohort, our picture
archiving and communication system (PACS) was screened for
available pre-operative multislice CT scans. This resulted in 174
evaluable cases. All patients were treated at a single centre
between 2002 and 2008. None of the patients received neoadjuvant chemotherapy. The seventh edition of the International
Union Against Cancer/American Joint Committee on Cancer
tumour–node–metatstasis (TNM) classification was applied to
all cases, resulting in the following number of cases per tumour
stage: IA, n532; IB, n552; IIA, n519; IIB, n511; IIIA n550; IIIB,
n51; and IV, n59. OS, DSS and DFS were recorded. Mean
follow-up was 48.5 months.
Morphological evaluation
Morphology of all cases was evaluated previously [15]. We
determined the overall mean percentage of histological patterns.
To do so, the percentages of a given pattern were noted for all
cases and the mean percentage was calculated for each of the
different patterns. This measure was used to compare frequencies of patterns in differing CT-morphological characteristics.
Next, a predominant pattern was assigned to every case as
previously described [15]. This measure has been shown to be
of prognostic relevance [15]. Within the current article, this
data has been used only as an inclusion parameter in the
multivariate survival analysis.
CT imaging
CT scans were performed using either a four-detector (Somatom
Volume Zoom; Siemens Medical Solutions, Erlangen, Germany)
or a 16-detector (Somatom Sensation 16; Siemens) system. Data
were obtained at full inspiration with contrast media administration (Imeron 300; Bracco, Milan, Italy) using the following
parameters: 120-kV tube voltage, 210-mA?s-1 (range 110–
270 mA?s-1) tube current and 1.25–2.5-mm collimation. Image
data were reconstructed using both standard (B40f) and high
resolution algorithm (B70f), 2.5-mm section thickness, 2.5-mm
reconstruction interval, a typical field of view of 380 mm and a
5126512 matrix. Data were transferred to a PACS (Synapse; Fuji
Medical System, Tokyo, Japan). All examination datasets were
944
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read using both mediastinal (width, 360 HU; level, 40 HU) and
lung (width, 1600 HU; level, -600 HU) window images at a
calibrated PACS workstation allowing for typical interactive
reporting.
Two chest radiologists (M. Lederlin and M. Puderbach, with 6
and 9 years experience in chest CT, respectively), blinded to the
clinical and histological findings, assessed CT scans retrospectively. Decisions on tumour characteristics were reached by
consensus. Referring to previously published work [18–27],
characteristics such as tumour shape, sphericity, location,
margins and attenuation were recorded (fig. 1). Shapes were
classified as round, ovoid, bilobed or irregular. Sphericity was
assessed qualitatively. Tumour location (central or peripheral)
was also recorded. Margin characteristics were classified as
smooth, spiculated, lobulated or mixed, i.e. without a clearly
predominant pattern. Each tumour was classified as solid, semisolid or pure ground glass opacity (GGO). When semi-solid, the
percentage of GGO was classified as follows: 0–25%, 25–50%,
50–75% and 75–100%. The presence of internal air bronchogram
or cavitation within the tumour was additionally recorded.
Statistical analyses
The continuous percentages of histological growth patterns in
dependence of categorical radiological features were compared
by either two-sided t-test or one-way ANOVA. Differences in
OS, DSS and DFS were computed by Kaplan–Meier analysis and
a log rank test was used to probe for statistical significance.
Multivariate survival analyses were performed by the Cox
proportional hazards model. p-values ,0.05 were considered
significant.
RESULTS
Frequency of histomorphological and radiomorphological
characteristics
Morphology
Overall the acinar pattern was the most frequently observed
histological growth pattern with a mean percentage of 40%,
followed by solid (32%), lepidic (13%) micropapillary (8.0%)
and papillary (7%).
Radiology
For the assessment of radiological features, we classified all
cases according to the predominance of a specific characteristic
in a given category. With respect to radiological shape, the most
frequent configuration was round (68 cases, 39.1%), followed by
irregular (62 cases, 35.6%), ovoid (37 cases, 21.3%) and bilobed
(seven cases, 4%). The most predominant radiological margin
configuration was spiculated (77 cases, 44.3%), followed by
lobulated (51 cases, 29.3%), smooth (25 cases, 14.4%) and mixed
(21 cases, 12%). All distributions of the specific characteristics
are given in table 1.
With regard to the radiological evaluation of attenuation
features, most tumours were solid (109 cases, 62.7%), while
only two (1.1%) tumours showed a GGO configuration. The
remaining 63 (36.2%) cases were categorised as being semi-solid.
Of our cohort, 87 (50%) cases showed an internal air
bronchogram by CT, while 12 (6.9%) cases were cavitated and
73 (42%) cases showed none of these two characteristics
EUROPEAN RESPIRATORY JOURNAL
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FIGURE 1.

Examples of computed tomography images showing typical morphological features of lung adenocarcinomas. a) Left upper lobe round shaped nodule with

smooth margins, without cavitation or bronchogram. b) Part-solid left lower lobe mass, centrally located, with a percentage of solid component evaluated between 50% and
75% and containing air bronchiolograms. c) Spheroid peripheral tumour of the left lower lobe with lobulated margins and internal air bronchiolograms. d) Irregular and
spiculated mass of the right upper lobe with a large central cavitation. e) Nonsolid nodule of the right upper lobe. f) Spiculated homogeneous solid mass of the right upper
lobe with pleural tags. g) Large ovoid right lower lobe tumour for which mediastinal window revealed large areas of necrosis. h) Bilobed peripheral tumour of the right upper
lobe with partly lobulated, spiculated and concave margins.

(table 1). These features were not applicable to the two (1.1%)
tumours consisting of pure GGO.
Correlation of CT parameters
When correlating CT parameters with each other, we found
significant associations between the different radiomorphological characteristics that might be helpful for CT-based subtyping.
Sphericity was significantly associated with characteristics of
tumour shape. Furthermore, besides others, attenuation was
associated with round/nonround and regular/irregular tumour
shape, but also with specific characteristics of the predominant
margin type (smooth/nonsmooth and spiculated/nonspiculated). All respective data are given in table S1.
Growth patterns versus sphericity and shape
ADC with spherical and nonspherical configuration showed
comparable overall percentages for all growth patterns
(table 1). The same was true for radiological tumour shape,
and this characteristic also did not correlate with histomorphological growth patterns (table 1).

lepidic growth pattern than central ADCs (15.2% versus 6.4%,
p50.023) (table 1). The other histological growth patterns did
not correlate with tumour location.
Growth patterns versus CT-based tumour margins
The occurrence of the respective CT-derived tumour margin
classifiers was correlated with the percentages of histomorphological growth patterns (table 1). The occurrence of smooth
contours was not significantly associated with the occurrence
of any pattern; the percentage of solid growth was slightly
higher in those ADC with partially smooth margins (38.7%
versus 29.0%; p50.118) (table 1). In contrast, those tumours
with partially spiculated margins were significantly less likely
to contain the lepidic pattern (p50.018). Lobulated margins
did not correlate with any specific histotype (table 1).

Growth patterns versus tumour location
By studying the influence of tumour location, we found that
peripheral ADCs had a significantly higher percentage of

Next, CT tumour margins were condensed to a predominant
margin type and correlated to histomorphological growth
patterns (table 1). Those ADCs with predominant smooth
margins showed the highest solid growth percentage (57.8%),
which was significantly higher (p,0.001) than the percentages of
solid growth in those ADC with predominant spiculated (30.9%),
predominant lobulated (27.4%) or mixed margins (15.2%).
Lepidic growth was significantly more likely to occur in tumours
with mixed margins (27.4%) than in tumours with predominant
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Distributions for solid, acinar, papillary, micropapillary and lepidic growth in dependence of radiological tumour
characteristics

Radiological characteristics

Cases n

Lepidic %

Acinar %

Solid %

Papillary %

Micropapillary %

Sphericity
Spherical

130

12¡96

39¡88

33¡46

6¡08

7¡62

Nonspherical

44

13¡86

38¡98

27¡16

10¡68

9¡32

0.812

0.852

0.299

0.115

0.525

p-value
Location
Peripheral

134

15¡22

38¡28

30¡34

8¡10

8¡06

Central

40

6¡38

44¡25

37¡00

4¡38

8¡00

0.023

0.233

0.288

0.218

0.983

p-value
Margins
Nonsmooth

122

14¡51

41¡02

28¡98

6¡43

9¡06

Any smooth

52

10¡10

36¡44

38¡65

9¡13

5¡67

0.219

0.319

0.118

0.426

0.183

Nonspiculated

55

19¡91

34¡45

26¡82

10¡82

8¡00

Any spiculated

119

10¡08

42¡06

34¡20

5¡59

8¡07

0.018

0.092

0.193

0.075

0.979

p-value

p-value
Nonlobulated

76

15¡79

43¡16

27¡50

5¡13

8¡42

Any lobulated

98

11¡17

36¡94

35¡26

8¡88

7¡76

0.181

0.142

0.144

0.114

0.777

p-value
Predominant margin
Mixed

21

27¡38

39¡52

15¡24

9¡29

8¡57

Smooth

25

5¡40

30¡60

57¡80

2¡80

3¡40

Spiculated

77

10¡39

45¡58

30¡91

4¡29

8¡83

Lobulated

51

15¡39

35¡20

27¡45

13¡04

8¡92

0.002

0.056

,0.001

0.013

0.444

p-value
Attenuation
GGO

2

67¡50

32¡50

0¡00

0¡00

0¡00

Semi-solid

63

17¡70

33¡57

26¡83

10¡32

11¡59

Solid

109

9¡59

43¡30

35¡37

5¡60

6¡15

,0.001

0.079

0.127

0.169

0.060

p-value
GGO % semi–solid
0–25

27

7¡04

30¡00

40¡19

10¡19

12¡59

26–50

18

11¡94

41¡39

22¡50

12¡78

11¡39

51–75

11

44¡55

30¡45

17¡27

4¡09

3¡64

76–100

7

31¡43

32¡14

1¡43

14¡29

20¡71

,0.001

0.555

0.031

0.665

0.324

p-value
Cavitation
No cavitation

73

7¡26

39¡79

42¡26

3¡22

7¡47

Internal air bronchogram

87

15¡69

40¡46

24¡43

10¡40

9¡02

Cavitation

12

22¡08

34¡17

27¡92

10¡00

5¡83

0.009

0.763

0.004

0.022

0.708

p-value

Data are presented as mean¡SD, unless otherwise stated. GGO: ground-glass opacity.

spiculated (10.4%) or predominant smooth margins (5.4%;
p50.002) (table 1). The percentage of papillary growth also
differed significantly with respect to the predominant margin
configuration (p50.013) (table 1), but the rather low percentages
of papillary growth in this cohort probably renders the data not
applicable for clinical routine yet. The occurrence of micropapillary and acinar patterns were not significantly associated
with any predominant margin configuration.
Taken together, CT-based predominant tumour margins were
identified as suitable imaging characteristics with which to
determine the predominant ADC histotype.
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Growth patterns versus CT attenuation
Tumours with a solid appearance at CT were more likely to
contain solid and acinar growth in histology (43.3% and 35.4%),
when compared to semi-solid (33.6% and 26.8%) and GGO
tumours (32.5% and 0%), respectively (acinar: p50.079, solid:
p50.127) (table 1). In contrast, lepidic growth was significantly
less likely (p,0.001) to occur in solid tumours as determined
by CT (9.6%) when compared with semi-solid (17.7%) and GGO
(67.5%) tumours (table 1). Conversely, solid growth was
significantly (p50.031) (table 1) more frequent in tumours with
lower GGO content, while lepidic growth was significantly
EUROPEAN RESPIRATORY JOURNAL
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(p,0.001) more prevalent in tumours with high GGO content
(table 1).
Growth patterns versus cavitation and bronchogram
Lepidic as well as papillary tumour growth was rare in purely
solid ADC without internal air bronchogram or cavitation in
CT (p50.009 and p50.022, respectively). Tumours that were
solid in histomorphology were usually also solid and
noncavitated in CT scans. Micropapillary and acinar differentiation did not differ with respect to bronchogram or
cavitation (table 1).
Imaging characteristics versus survival
Overall, tumour shape was not significantly associated with
OS (p50.643), DSS (p50.477) or DFS (p50.222) (fig. S1). In
contrast, spherical ADC showed a significantly better OS (68.7
versus 52.4 months, p50.020) and DSS (82.4 versus 59.6 months,
p50.030), but not DFS (53.5 versus 50.3 months, p50.399) as
compared with nonspherical ADC (fig. 2 and table 2). It is
noteworthy that there was a clear link between sphericity and
anatomical location of the tumours; the percentage of
peripheral location for spherical and nonspherical tumours
was 81% and 66% (p50.043), respectively.
There was no significant association between tumour margins
and survival; however, predominantly spiculated ADCs had a
better DFS (borderline significant) than other ADCs (table 2
and fig. S1).
ADCs with pure GGO attenuation had a 100% OS, DSS and
DFS; however, this group consisted of only two cases in our
cohort. In CT scans, semi-solid and solid ADCs showed no
striking difference in OS and DSS, and a reduced but
statistically nonsignificant (p50.087) DFS was evident for solid
ADCs (47.7 months) compared with semi-solid tumours
(63.4 months) (fig. 3). However, in semi-solid neoplasms, an
association of the percentage of GGO with OS, DSS and DFS
could not be established.
Finally, we tested whether the impact of sphericity on OS and
DSS was an independent one by performing a multivariate
survival analysis under inclusion of sphericity, predominant

We demonstrate that CT morphological features might provide
promising clues to predict histological growth patterns and
patient survival. Notably, CT features did not exhibit the same
degree of association with histomorphology in our study. For
instance, unlike tumour margins, attenuation or cavitation,
neither shape nor sphericity correlated with any ADC growth
pattern. In addition, whereas histological grading of ADC was
shown to be an efficient discriminator for patient prognosis [15],
only few CT parameters showed prognostic significance in the
present study. Therefore, CT features alone do not seem to be
sufficient in the palliative setting where histomorphology-based
analyses of the whole tumour can obviously not be performed. In
those patients, the combination of individual tumour characteristics as derived from the morphology of a limited biopsy sample
in conjunction with well-focused CT morphological features of
the whole tumour might be considered for a more detailed
tumour assessment.
The strong association between GGO and lepidic growth, and
between CT solidity and solid growth are important results of
this study. Beyond geometrical measurements, CT offers the
ability of tissue attenuation measurements. In 2002, the terms of
solid (i.e. completely obscuring the lung parenchyma within it),

Spherical

0.6
0.4

Nonspherical
0.2
0.0 p=0.020
0

FIGURE 2.

c) 1.0

0.8

Spherical

0.6
0.4
Nonspherical
0.2
0.0 p=0.003

20 40 60 80 100 120
Time after surgery months

0

Disease-free survival

0.8
Overall survival

DISCUSSION
This is the first study to correlate radiomorphological features
with histomorphological characteristics of resected invasive
pulmonary ADC according to the novel IASCL/ATS/ERS
classification [14]. We performed this study to establish criteria
for imaging-based assessment of pulmonary ADC growth
patterns. Such growth pattern evaluation, specifically the
separation of lepidic predominant (good prognosis) from
acinar predominant (moderate prognosis) and micropapillary
or solid predominant ADC (poor prognosis) has been shown to
be of utmost prognostic importance.

b) 1.0
Disease-specific survival

a) 1.0

growth pattern and stage. Here, we found that sphericity failed
to show clear-cut independent prognostic impact on OS
(hazard ratio (HR) 1.6 for nonspherical versus spherical
tumours, p50.066), but had stage- and pattern-independent
prognostic impact on DSS (HR 2.2, p50.016).

0.8
0.6

Spherical

0.4
Nonspherical

0.2
0.0 p=0.399

20 40 60 80 100 120
Time after surgery months

0

20
40
60
80 100
Time after surgery months

Association of tumour sphericity with survival. The differences for a) overall, b) disease-specific and c) disease-free survival in dependence of tumour

sphericity as determined by computed tomography are depicted.
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44

109

65

Nonconcave

Any concave
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0

77

51

0

Spiculated

Lobulated

3

7

87

12

Air bronchogram

Cavitation

6

35

26

50.09¡12.00

63.10¡5.03

66.32¡6.09

40.08¡9.73

59.23¡11.22

64.65¡10.37

56.91¡5.89

64.56¡4.76

64.41¡6.20

53.38¡5.88

73.94¡5.30

52.63¡6.63

47.37¡4.71

61.32¡5.01

64.29¡5.01

62.29¡4.79

67.50¡5.89

66.57¡4.54

58.46¡5.75

60.41¡5.72

65.20¡4.64

52.42¡6.94

68.67¡4.58

Survival months

0.457

0.972

0.660

0.431

0.810

0.618

0.658

0.934

0.020

p-value

Log-rank test

12

87

73

7

11

18

27

109

63

2

0

51

77

25

21

65

109

98

76

119

55

52

122

44

130

Cases

4

21

19

2

3

4

4

31

13

0

0

13

16

9

6

17

27

23

21

29

15

15

29

18

26

Events

59.36¡12.48

76.03¡5.13

76.89¡5.67

47.12¡8.77

65.03¡10.86

78.02¡10.49

67.89¡4.89

75.85¡4.54

77.11¡6.35

66.80¡6.43

84.30¡4.95

56.66¡6.75

51.06¡4.51

70.86¡4.95

76.21¡5.01

77.26¡4.69

73.44¡6.10

78.60¡4.44

67.93¡5.84

66.91¡5.78

79.05¡4.50

59.58¡7.44

82.44¡4.26

Survival months

Disease-specific survival

Data are presented as n or mean¡SE, unless otherwise stated. p-values were calculated by the log-rank test. GGO: ground-glass opacity.

73

No cavitation

Cavitation

76–100

18

11

26–50

51–75

7
4

27

0–25

9

44

109

GGO % semi–solid

Solid

23

2

63

Semi-solid

0

25

GGO

Attenuation

Concave

23

25

11

21

Mixed

8

26

41

40

27

45

22

20

47

23

44

Events

Smooth

Predominant margin

98

Any spiculated

76

55

119

Nonspiculated

Any lobulated

52

Nonlobulated

122

Nonsmooth

Any smooth

Margins

130

Spherical

Cases

Overall survival

0.545

0.883

0.508

0.500

0.823

0.581

0.598

0.596

0.030

p-value

Log-rank test

12

87

73

7

11

18

27

109

63

2

0

51

77

25

21

65

109

98

76

119

55

52

122

44

130

Cases

Overall disease-specific and disease-free survival for patients stratified for differing radiological tumour characteristics

Nonspherical

Sphericity

TABLE 2

2

30

37

1

3

5

9

51

18

0

0

25

26

13

5

32

37

44

25

45

24

25

44

18

51

Events

75.58¡10.47

60.26¡5.07

43.49¡4.21

52.22¡9.64

65.90¡12.36

59.75¡11.18

49.00¡5.80

47.73¡3.87

63.38¡6.34

45.60¡6.37

58.97¡4.94

44.98¡7.08

41.50¡4.41

50.22¡5.30

56.62¡4.71

50.14¡4.60

60.83¡4.96

54.85¡4.05

52.31¡6.34

48.45¡6.04

56.67¡4.13

50.34¡7.68

53.55¡3.60

Survival months

Disease-free survival

0.129

0.880

0.087

0.063

0.223

0.108

0.407

0.246

0.399

p-value

Log-rank test
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0

FIGURE 3.
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dependence of attenuation of the lesions as determined by CT are depicted. GGO: ground-glass opacity.

part-solid and nonsolid (i.e. pure GGO without any solid part)
lung nodules were introduced [28]. Invasive ADCs usually
display a solid or part-solid appearance and rarely a pure GGO
aspect [25, 29], which is also confirmed by our study.
Furthermore, low-grade ADCs have been found to be predominantly part-solid or nonsolid tumours [18, 19, 22, 27],
which is also in line with our data. Specifically, there is a growing
body of evidence that GGO appearance correlates with the
occurrence of the lepidic growth pattern [24, 30–33]. In a
previous study, VASQUEZ et al. [34] showed that the proportion
of this ADC growth pattern represented a positive prognostic
factor and correlated with the proportion of GGO at CT. In our
study, we could confirm this by demonstrating a significant
association between the percentage of the GGO component and
the mean percentage of lepidic growth in the respective tumours.
These results suggest that the percentage of GGO could be
considered as a radiological surrogate for lepidic growth,
thereby allowing a comprehensive pre-operative assessment in
this regard. As suggested, in the palliative setting with positive
biopsy for ADC, the percentage of GGO might be used as an
indicator of a potentially better prognosis, as is also corroborated
by the near significant difference in DFS between semi-solid and
solid ADC. This is further supported by the inverse correlation
between the percentage of GGO and solid growth pattern, as the
solid growth pattern is associated with a poor prognosis [15, 35].

growth pattern than central ADCs (table 1), which is concordant with the generally better survival rate of subjects with
peripheral ADCs.
The link between spheroid configuration and peripheral
location (table S1) may at least in part account for the better
OS and DSS of spheroid ADCs, as those tumours are less likely
to involve mediastinal or hilar structures.

It must also be noted that the correlation between lepidic
growth and the percentage of GGO was by no means perfect,
which is certainly due, in part, to the fact that peripheral GGO
in semi-solid tumours might also represent reactive conditions
including peritumoral inflammation, oedema, fibrosis or
organising pneumonia [20, 36].

Similarly to the IASLC/ATS/ERS classification, which is based
on the predominant histological pattern, CT analysis of ADC
margins was of particular interest when focusing on the
predominant margin type. Many studies have shown that
spiculated and lobulated edges are suggestive of malignancy
[37–39]. However, a predominantly smooth nodule is usually
related to either a benign lesion, such as hamartoma, or
metastasis in patients with a history of malignancy [40]. If such
a smooth nodule turns out to be a pulmonary ADC, our results
indicate that this tumour is likely to have a higher percentage of
solid growth and thus a worse outcome compared with ADC
with other predominant margin types. To our knowledge, the
association between smooth margins and this high-grade pattern
has not been reported so far. These data are also supported by the
inverse association between smooth margins and lepidic growth,
as well as the worse DSS of smooth-margin ADC (57 months) as
compared with spiculated (84 months) and lobulated ADC
(67 months). Furthermore, the spiculated CT pattern showed an
inverse association with the lepidic growth pattern. Spiculations
and associated features, such as vascular convergence and
pleural tags, have been shown to be related to the development
of central fibrosis within the tumour resulting in tissue contraction [7, 41] and indicating invasive tumour growth. These
changes might occur in ADC undergoing stepwise progression
towards invasiveness when initial lepidic architecture transforms
into acinar or (micro-)papillary, and finally solid growth.
Nevertheless, we did not find any significant difference in
survival rates between spiculated and nonspiculated ADC.

Besides attenuation, other morphological CT features are likely
to offer additional information towards a more detailed and
comprehensive assessment of the quantity of noninvasive ADC
tumour components. Peripheral ADCs displayed more lepidic

It is worth noting that predominantly lobulated ADC contained
more papillary and micropapillary growth patterns (the two
rarest patterns) than spiculated and smooth ADC. To date,
lobulated margins were only known as reliable CT features to
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We paid careful attention to note and document small foci of
consolidation within GGO areas. In doing so, only two ADCs
out of 174 displayed a pure GGO appearance, while all other
tumours were classified as part-solid.
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predict malignancy by indicating uneven growth rates with foci
of malignant cells at the periphery of the tumour [42].
Internal air bronchogram or bronchiologram has been assigned
to airways distortion due to a desmoplastic reaction and
has been reported in up to 55% of lepidic predominant ADCs
[25, 43]. In line with this data, the occurrence of an air
bronchogram and bronchiologram was positively associated
with the lepidic growth pattern and negatively associated with
the solid growth pattern in our study.
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As well as CT, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has also
been investigated for the characterisation of lung cancers. This
included novel MRI techniques with diffusion-weighted
imaging (DWI), which have been used for the differentiation
of benign and malignant lung lesions [44, 45]. However, in one
study DWI failed to differentiate the lepidic subtype from
other growth patterns [46]. Nevertheless, significant correlations between MRI diffusion evaluation and survival have
been reported [47], indicating a promising role for this imaging
approach in pre-operative tumour characterisation.
One limitation of our study was the restriction to surgical
cases, which was necessary because, obviously, only in those
cases could a comprehensive histomorphological assessment
be performed. Another weakness was that only few lepidic
predominant ADCs were included in our study; further
studies to validate our findings in larger cohorts of this ADC
subtype are warranted.
It was recently suggested that percutaneous biopsies should be
restricted to those lesions with solid components measuring
.5 mm or those measuring more than half a lesion’s diameter,
i.e. lesions with sufficiently large solid components to allow for
a confident biopsy diagnosis of invasive carcinoma [48]. In the
light of our results, these criteria might be extended to
including features such as location, margins and air bronchogram. These criteria might also be helpful for planning of
surgery as well as in CT screening, which has recently been
proven to reduce the mortality of lung cancer in heavy
smokers (20%) as compared with radiographic screening [49].
In conclusion, specific CT features analysed in this study were
predictive of the histomorphological tumour growth patterns
of pulmonary ADC as defined by the new IASLC/ATS/ERS
classification [14]. By providing a more detailed noninvasive
assessment, CT features might be used to build stratification
algorithms for the palliative setting. The prerequisite for
setting up such decisional algorithm is a thorough evaluation
of the reproducibility of CT features, which should be tested in
future studies. One could imagine an algorithm including
tumour location, sphericity, smooth or spiculated margins,
percentage of GGO and air bronchogram to separate pulmonary ADCs with good prognosis from those with poor
prognosis. Such an algorithm, especially in conjunction with
biopsy data, may improve the management of part-solid
nodules, which remains a critical matter.
Prospectively, we believe that combined radiomorphological
and histomorphological efforts might play a significant role in
ADC subtyping and respective algorithms might ultimately
contribute to refine patient treatment stratifications and
consequently an improved outcome.
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